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ABSTRACT: Over the years, both experiments and theoretical studies concerning the
potential energy surface, PES, have been extensively developped. This PES appears
now to be somewhat more complicated than it was originally expected. In particular,
several wells are found. The first well corresponds to the ground state deformation
(£2 ~ 0.2). In the acrinide region, the second well accomodates fission isornr/s with a
larger deformation ( £2 ~ 0.6). A third well is calculated to occur at the £2 ~ 0-9 ,
£3 ~ + 0.2 quadrupole and octupole deformation, respectively. In this paper,
experimental evidence for the existence of hyperdeformed pear-shaped thorium nuclei
is presented. This feature is consistent with theoretical calculations where nuclei in the
third minimum of the fission barrier are pear-shaped with a deformation corresponding
to a 3:1 axis ratio (hyperdeformation).

1. INTRODUCTION

In the mid 60's, several fission phenomena such as fission isomers,vibrational
resonances and intermediate structure effect were explained by the existence of a
second well in the potential energy surface (PES) of heavy nuclei. According to the
Strutinsky's calculations (Strustinky 1967) , this second well' is due to the shell effects
and arises ai large quadrupole deformation (£2 ~ 0.6). For comparison, the ground
state deformation for the actinides in the first well is only £2 - 0.2. A few years later,
(Specht et al 1972), the observation of a rotational band for the 240pu isomer brought a
beautiful confirmation of this interpretation : indeed the moment of inertia was found
twice as large as the one measured in the ground state band. A model-independent proof
of the existence of such a superdeformation was given by a measurement of the electric
quadrupole moment, Q = 36 + 4 b, of the 8 ^s isomer of 239Pu (Habs et al 1977).
Also, the theoretical values were found very close to the experimental ones for both the
moment of inertia and the quadrupole moment.

When theoretical calculations became more sophisticated, it was established that
nuclear shapes could be more complicated as the fission process evolves (Môller et al
1974). In fact, it turned out that the PES presents more favorable paths when certain
symétries of the nucleus are lost. For instance, at the second maximum of the barrier,
the potential energy decreases with an associated finite loss of the right-left symmetry'.
For the thorium isotopes, the loss of the right-left symmetry even causes the creation of
a third well at very large deformation (£2 ~ 0.9). Following the method used for the
identification of the superdeformed second well, the experimental challenge was to
detect rotational bands in this hyperdeformed third well and to extract the moment of
inertia.



Such an experimental research is presented in this paper for 23lTh and 233Th. The
escription of the experimental techniques can be found in other publications (Blons et
1 1984, Blons et al 1988). In section 2, some specific properties of hyperdeformed

.tates in the third well are diseased, while experimental data and analyses are given in
section 3. Discussion and summary are presented in section 4 and 5, respectively.

2. PROPERTIES OF HYPERDEFORMED STATES IN THE THIRD WELL

The third well is very shallow and occurs at ocrupole deformation, so, some specific
properties of class III states are expected:

Due to the shallowness of the well (depth of 0.5 to 1 MeV), only the very first excited
states can be trapped. These levels are purely collective in character (rotational) and
must have well defined J, K and K quantum numbers. Rotational levels can be
observed as resonances in the experimental fission probability, provided that the energy
resolution is better than the spacing between two adjacent levels. Of course, the strength
of the states is strongly dependent on the angular momentum transferred in the entrance
channel.

A further indication can be obtained by measuring the moment of inertia, J. In the
second well, the rotational parameter, H2/2.7, is known from the rotational band built on
the fission isomer, to have a value twice smaller than in the first well. This rotational
parameter should be substantially smaller in the third well, due to the stronger
elongation of the nucleus.

Finally, a typical property of nuclei in the third minimum is their reflection
asymétrie shape. For such a shape, the nuclear wave function no longer has a well-
defined parity. Definite-parity wave functions can, nonetheless, be constructed from
these ill-defined-parity wave functions V(£j) ^d V('£j) by forming the linear
combinations :

leading to an energy splitting, AE+ ., between the two eigenvalues E+ and E~.

The two rotational bands will thus have opposite parities but the same moment of
inertia, J. In addition, the absolute value of the decoupling parameter, a^, should be
identical and its sign should be different for the different parities.

To conclude, any experimental search of the third well hyperdeformed states must
be able : 1) to separate the different components of the expected rotational bands , 2) to
identify the spin and the parity of the thus separated states. The first goal can be attained
by measuring the fission probability with a high energy resolution. The second one
requires the determination of the fission fragment angular distributions (FFAD). The
most promising candidates for observing a third well were the thorium isotopes in
which, precisely, the third well was presented as a solution of the "thorium anomaly"
(Môller et al 1974). Several measurements were performed during the last decade, in
particular on the 23l-233Th fission probabilities.



3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND ANALYSES

In this section, 230,232Th(n,f) and (d,pf) measurements are presented.

The 230Th(n,f) experiments

A series of good quality measurements were undertaken. The excellent energy
resolution obtained by the neutron time-of-flight method has shown, for the first time in
1978, a "fine structure" in the En - 720 keV resonance of 230Th(n,f) cross-section
(Blons et al 1978). The same "fine structure" was also found in the Los Alamos
cnf(En;0) results, obtained at two angles, 0 = 100" and 6 = 125* , with respect to the
neutron beam (Veeser et al 1981). Furthermore, the ensuing experimental ratio, R(En)
= anf (Ej,;125*) / Onf (Ej^lOO") provides accurate information on FF AD. In addition,
several FFAD were measured for this resonance, using monoenergetic beams at
different energies (Bruneau et al 1980, Boldeman et al 1985) .

All the experimental data have been analysed according to the Hauser-Fesbach's
theory (Hauser et al 1952). In the compoud nucleus model, it is generally assumed that
a nuclear reaction proceeds in two independent steps : the first is the formation of a
compound nucleus in the first well and the second is its decay in which fission
competes with all other exit channels like y °r> possibly, neutron emission. The
compound nucleus cross-section is calculated in the DWB approximation while the
fission transmission coefficient is calculated as the transmission coefficient of a one-
dimensional barrier. The barrier parameters were adjusted so as to fit simultaneously the
above-mentioned cross-section and angular distributions. The result was that, in no
case, even with unrealistic barrier parameters, a double-humped fission barrier could
reproduce the entire set of experimental data. This can be achieved only in the
asymétrie third well for which, two rotational bands with opposite parities are expected.
Figure 1 shows a simultaneous best fit of the En = 720 keV resonance of the 230Tn(n,f)
cross-section when the FFAD are included in the fitting procedure. The K-quantum
number is K = 1/2 . The deduced rotational band parameters are

a+= 0.2 ±0.2

(1*2/2.7)-= 2. 1+O.lkeV a- = -0.3 ±0.2

AE+5_ = 8.5 keV

The 230Th(d,pf) experiment

As seen in Figure 1 , the En - 720 keV neutrons do not bring enough angular
momentum to feed nuclear states with spin, J, larger than 7/2. A (d,pf) reaction provides
more angular momentum into the compound nucleus. This is illustrated in Figure 2
where the predicted 230Th(d,pf) probability is calculated on the basis of the two-parity
band analysis of the 230Th(n,f) data. This comparison shows an expected large
reinforcement of the (d,pf) probability on the high-energy side of the "fine structure", in
particular, the 9/2+and 1 1/2- components are clearly separated.



Jig- 1- 'Simultaneous best fit' to the experimental cross-section andJJ^D ratios for the "Ert= 720
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So, in order to extend the observation of the rotational levels beyond J = 7/2, an
additional experiment on the (d,pf) reaction was undertaken at Saclay (Blons et al
1988). Figure 3 shows a simultaneous best fit to the 230Th(n,f) cross-section and the
-30Th(d,pf) probability at forward angles (0*< 9*< 30'). The deduced rotational band
parameters are the same (within the error bars) as those obtained in fitting the neutron
data only. Indeed, this feature strongly confirms the conclusions drawn from the
analysis of the neutron lata. It is particularly rewarding to see all the expected members
of the two K = 1/2 rotational bands from J = 1/2 up to J = 13/2.

1/2' 3/2' 5/2' 7/2' 9/2'
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The 232Th(n,f) and (d,pf) experiments

Following the success achieved in ascribing the observed "fine structure" to class in
levels of the fissioning nucleus 231Th, similar studies were also undertaken for 233Th.
The neutron-induced and the (d.p)-induced fision cross-sections of 232Th as well as the
associated FFAD were measured. The fission subthreshold resonances appear also
"fine-sructured" in both (n,f) and (d,pf) probabilities. A simultaneous best fit similar to
the one applied to the 230rh data indicates also the necessity of involving two rotational
bands with opposite parities. Here, K=3/2 and the energy splitting is equal to - 22 keV.

Again, the inertia parameter was found equal to 2 keV for the two bands. The fits of
the calculated fission probabilities to the experimental data around 6.4 MeV excitation
energy are shown in Figure 4. As expected, the levels with J values higher than 5/2 are
more populated in the (d.pf) than in the (n,f) data. The good agreement obtained on the



fission probabilities, as well as on the fission fragment angular distributions, is also a
clear indication of the presence of a third well in the potential energy surface of 233Th
(Blonsetal 1984 and 1988).
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Other experiments

Some indications of two rotational bands with opposite parities where also found in
the 229Th(d,pf) (Blons et al 1988) and 231pa (n,f) cross-sections (Plattard et al 1981).
Also, it should be pointed out that the fission cross-section of many ligh actinides such
as 227,228Ra, 227AC or 229,234Th exhibits, just below the fission threshold, a shoulder or
even resonances at an excitation energy a few MeV greater that the first maximum of
the barrier. So, these features could be interpreted as levels trapped in a third minimum.
As one comes to the uraniums, the first hump of the triple-humped fission barrier
becomes as high as, or even higher than, the other two. In these conditions, for Z>92,
the fission probability becomes more and more sensitive to the levels in the second well
and , as a result, the observation of rotational bands in the third well is pratically
impossible.



4. DISCUSSION

A third well is predicted theoretically in the potential energy surface of nuclei in the
region of the actinides, and even in other regions of the mass table. The analyses of
experimental data provide us with informations on the deformation of the nucleus in
the third well, the fission barrier parameters and the energy splitting between the two
rotational bands with opposite parities. In this section, we compare the experimental
results with those given by different theoretical calculations.

The hyperdeformation

For 23lTh and 233Th, both analyses of (n,f) and (d,pf) data give a value of the
moment of inertia, 2j7/h2, close to 500 MeV"1. Moments of inertia have been calculated
with the Nilsson and the Woods-Saxon potentials as a function of deformation
(Bengtsson et al 1987). For large deformations, £2 - 0.9, the results are very close to
rigid-body values. Also, the influence of the octupole deformation or of an odd panicle
seems rather small. In these conditions, as illustrated in Figure 5, the experimental
values are consistent with the theoretical moment of inertia at the third minimum. This
deformation corresponds to a 3 : 1 axis ratio (hyperdeformation). By comparison, in the
second well, where the moment of inertia is 300 MeV-1 (Specht et al 1972), the axis
ratio is 2 :1 (superdeformation).
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J\g. 5- Moment of inertia, J, calculated as a function of deformation for 240fu (reflexion symmetric
shapes) and for 230Tfi at the third well. The expérimentât values of J, at the first and the second
minimum for 240fu and at the third minimum forain are denoted By crosses.



The barrier parameters

Figure 6 shows the fission barriers for 23l-233Th as calculated by Howard et al
(Howard et al 1980) and by Bengtsson et al (Bengtsson et al 1987), using the
macroscopic-microscopic model. The apparent discrepancies in both the energy and the
position of the third well can be attributed to the inclusion of the 6th order deformation
parameter, e& in the Bengtsson's calculations. It seems clear that a better agreement is
found between experimental and theoretical results when the 6th order deformation
parameter, E& is included in the calculations.

L 20<.561

'Theoretical fission darners relative to ground-state for 230A3i.233fjfi from ^Hou/ard ft aL
(dashed tines) and from. 'Bengtsson et al (fullline), compared with the expérimentât values denoted
èy crosses,

The depth, AV , of the third minimum increases as a function of the neutron number
for the thorium isotopes, as shown in Fig. 7. More generally, in the theoretical
calculations, deeper third minima, up to 1.5 MeV are predicted for neutron-rich nuclei.
Unfortunately, these nuclei are not accesible with present experimental techniques.
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fig. 7. The depth of the third minimum, AV, calculated as a function of the neutron number. The
experimental values are given for 230,231,



During the last decade, microscopic calculations for PES have extensively
progressed. Such a calculation based on the Hartree-Fock-Bo^olyubov procedure has
been presented at the Berlin's conference for 230-232Th (Berger 1989). Quadrupole and
octupole parameters were constrained and the density-dependent finite range
interaction, DIS, (Déchargé et al 1980) was employed. It is quite satisfying to observe
the third well at large quadrupole deformation, for the first time in a purely microscopic
calculation. This feature appears clearly in Figure 8 where the theoretical values agree
fairly well with the experimental barrier parameters for 230Th.

'fig. 8 fission Barrier for Z
untfi tfit experimental vatues.

The parity splitting

as determined from the ÏÏf'B cafcuCationsfêerger 1389), compared

A typical property of nuclei in the third well is their reflexion asymétrie shape. For
such a shape, as discussed in section 2, we must observe the presence of two almost
degenerate rotational bands with opposite parities. An examination of the PES within
the framework of the THB shows that there are, in fact, two third wells associated with
the positive and negative values, em, of the deformation coordinate £3 describing the
octupole deformation. Without coupling between the two octupole third wells, the
theory predicts a parity doubling of all rotational states (Bohr et al 1975). A separation
between the parity doublets arises when the coupling between the two wells is switche '
on. The energy splitting, AE+r , between the heads of the two rotational bands depenas
on the transmission coefficient of the barrier between the two third wells. Theoretically,
AE+i. can be expressed in a quasi-classical approach (Landau et al 1963).

r
exp[ - 1/h J

-a
d£j ]

where ± a are the values of E3 at the turning points, CD and E^j are the frequency of
vibration and the energy of the state in one potential well, respectively. (I is the mass
parameter and V(EJ) the height of the barrier between the two octupole third wells.

The parity splitting, AE+r> is found equal to 8.5 keV for 23^Th and -22 keV for
233Jh. It is difficult to compare these values to the theoretical ones in a static
calculation since the mass parameter , ji, is unknown. If the mass parameter is
assumed to be independent of the deformation, |j. = 0.054 A-5/-5 fi2 MtV-1, the
calculated value when assuming a tunneling at constant value of the quadrupole
deformation is largely smaller than the experimental one. Nevertheless, it is possible to



find, in the two dimensional £2, £3 space, a path with a lower action integral and
giving AE+ . value closer to the experimental one.

4. SUMMARY

Today, a third minimum is found in both theoretical macroscopic-microscopic and
purely microscopic calculations. Experimentally, when high energy resolution is
achieved, a third minimum is also observed in the PES. The hyperdeformation of the
class III states is consistent with theoretical predictions (Bengtsson et al 1987). Also,
the observation of parity doublets indicates the occurence of octupole deformation. If
the 231fh nucleus is, by far, the most favoured testing ground for the third well
hypothesis, a similar study was undertaken for the two other isotopes 230 and 233 and
lead to the same conclusions . Indeed in both cases, the analyses indicate the necessity
of involving two rotational bands of opposite parities and inertia parameter equal to 2
keV. Up to now, the only expérimenta] proof of hyperdeformation is found in heavy
nuclei through the fission probability. Today, a new challenge is to detect
hyperdeformed states in other region of the mass table, especially in the rare earth
region where theoretical predictions exist. The new generation of gamma ray detector
systems such as EUROGAM or GAMMASPHERE could allow the investigation of
fast-rotating hyperdeformed nuclei.
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